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Attrition Rate For Bronx Freshmen
Is Lower Than University Average

The percentage of day freshmen who dropped out of Bronx Community College
in 1970-71, the first year of Open Admissions, was significantly lower than the average
attrition rate for CUNY community colleges.
The University Student Senate of the City University
On a University-wide scale, 34.4 percent of "regular" community college freshmen
of New York has called upon the Board of Higher Educa- dropped out after the first year. The comparable BOC rate was only 27.6 percent.
tion to divest itself of investments in corporations whose (The University defines "reguthis group reregistered.
move at a slower pace than usuprofits derive from war, environmental pollution and social lar" community college freshmen
In the Fall. 1970, 1,108 "open al, the university gave virtually
as those who enter with high
and racial oppression.
admissions" students were ad- all freshmen more than a oneschool averages over 75.)

"The Board's investments in
companies with holdings in all
four areas is 20 percent of its
$15 million holdings," said Richard Lewis, chairman of the Senate. "No matter what the return, no public body should contaminate itself by association
with consciousless corporations
whose profits derive from holdings in the Military-Industrial
Complex, South Africa, Latin
America, or environmental pollution."
In a statement delivered to
the Board of Higher Education,
the Senate Chairman pointed
out that these holdings are not
only irresponsible, tout they are
also unprofitable when compared
with the Board's holdings in socially-conscious organizations.
Financial Facts

more, offender stocks were worth
less than non-offender stocks on
the market. Offender stocks currently have a value of only 90
percent of their purchase price
while non - offender stocks are
currently worth 121 percent of
their book value.
"The University Student Senate feels that the University can
add greatly to its image as an
educational institution if it divests itself of stocks that are
offensive to humanitarian needs
of society," Mr. Lewis said.
As a result of the Senate report, tne Board has promised to
develop affirmative plans to
bring its investments in line with
non-offender holdings.

Again on a University-wide
scale. 40.1 percent of "open admissions" freshmen dropped out
after the first year. The BCC
rate was lower, at 30.8 percent.
(The University defines "open
admissions" community college
freshmen as those who enter
with high school averages under 75.)
BCC Figures
BCC attrition figures released
by Prof. John D* Andrea, Registrar, reveal the following particulars about dropouts here.
In the Fall, 1970, BCC admitted 453 "regular" freshmen. In
the Spring, 1971, 408 reregistered. In the Fall, 1971, 328 of

Assign Former Cop To
Campus Security Post

The report states that in 1969
the University held $2,756,902.56
By M. DELLI-CARPLPa
worth of stocks and bonds in
Former New York City policeman and BCC graduate
companies which were serious
offenders in all four areas and James W. Thomas has been appointed to the new office of
only $1,552,914.80 in companies liaison between the college and Globe Security Services,
which did not offend in any coordinating the security needs of all college buildings.
area. The figure has steadily
Mr. Thomas, whose office is in room 1-11,
Main
risen to $3,178,876.87 for offenBuilding, views the security
der stocks and declined steadily
for non-offender stocks to $1,- problems of the college as those younger men as building guards.
common to any large community "These men are better able to
202,113.48.
The statement also pointed out of people. "Eleven thousand in- relate to the age group using
that the rate of profit return to dividuals use the school from 8 the campus," he said.
I.D. Checks
the University from both groups
a.m. to 10 p.m.," he noted.
A standard system of studentof stock had risen steadily, but
The first of Mr. Thomas' faculty-staff I.D. checks has been
it was consistently higher for
reinstituted at the entrances to
nan - offender stocks. Further- changes has been the hiring of
the M-ain Building and are scheduled to be extended to all college centers shortly.
"The check is designed to exclude all persons from campus
who have no business in this
Prof. John D'Andrea, who has He will remain at the college, college," Mr. Thomas explained.
served as registrar for thirteen assuming full-time teaching re- "It is a free and easy operation.
Anyone with a different view of
years, has resigned his post for sponsibilities in the Language
compliance is welcome to sugreasons of health. His resigna- Department.
gest it. My office is always open
tion becomes effective January
to complaints. They should be
submitted in writing and we'll
31, 1972.
readily receive and act upon
The Faculty Council, in acthem."
cepting Prof. D'Andrea's resigPlans Agency
nation, voted unanimously to exHigh
on
Mr. Thomas' priority
press its appreciation for his
list for security improvements is
"long years of meritorious serdealing effectively with the camvice." President James Colston
pus drug problem. He would like
to establish an agency on camis expected to name an advisory
pus for the rehabilitation of drug
committee to assist him in his
users.
.search for Prof. D'Andrea's sucAs a born and bred New Yorkcessor.
er, Mr. Thomas says he is acuteProf. D'Andrea came to BCC
ly aware of the drug problems
of the city. He has already met
before any of the students did,
with students on the Drug pain July, 1958. He personally regtrol and with student governistered the first class, 123 stument officials to discuss the exdents strong, in January, 1959.
Prof. John D'Andrea
tent of drug use on campus.

BCC Registrar Resigns

mitted to BCC. In the Spring.
1971, 941 of these reregistered.
In the Fall, 1971, 767 reregistered.
Approximately 8.000 freshmen
dropped out from all CUNY divisions last year. Few, if any,
however, have been forced to
leave for -academic reasons since
the start of open admissions.
Recognizing that many students
needed special help and would

year "grace period." If the students dropped out, for academic,
financial, medical or other reasons, it was largely of their own
volition.
CUNY Chancellor Robert J.
Kibbee, commenting on the attrition figures, said it was "evident" that open admissions was
not a "failure" but he added
that it was too early to call it
a success.

Workshop Production Set
The Theatre Workshop will
present its second production of
the semester on Friday and Saturday, December 3 and 4, at 8
p.m. in the Main Building Auditorium. Jean Genet's The Maids
and Israel Horovitz's Line are
the two one-acters on the bill.
Prof. Alfred Cosentino, of the
Speech Department, is directing
the student casts. The Maids features
Joan
Green,
Steffi
Schwartz, and Brenda Graham.
Line stars Barry Axelrod, Joe
Sirni, Rochelle Sporn, Danny
Zittell, and Larry Feinstein.
According to Prof. Cosentino,
Genet wrote Maids in 1947 for
three male actors. "It is a play
dealing with the roles people
must play in order to survive.
The characters play their game
to terrifying and deadly ends."
Prof. Cosentino revealed.
"Line deals with the fate of
five strangers who meet on a
line. IN'one knows what the line
is for, but all want to be first,"
he said. This play was successfully produced off-Broadway last
season.

Prof. Alfred Cosentino
Admission to the performances
is free but tickets are required.
Free tickets may be obtained
from the Speech Department or
from members of the cast.

Stevie Wonder Concert
Highlights New Series
By MILTON ERDFARB
The first event in what promises to be an exciting activities
series has beea scheduled for
December 21, when the Student
Government and the BCC Committee on Special Events present famed singer Stevie Wonder
at the Loew's Paradise theatre.
Also featured on the bill will
be Ricardo Marrero and The
Group. Mr. Marrero, who is Social Committee chairman for
Student Government, has appeared before BCC audiences before. Tickets are specially priced
at $2 and $2.50 each.
Mr. Larry Powell, of the
Speech Department, is Cultural
Coordinator for the college and
is chairman of the Special Events

Committee. He promises more
exciting programs in the future.
"The major problem in coordinating events at BCC is that
it's war," Mr. Powell said. "The
enemy is not only the commercial outlets for films and concerts, but, most importantly, an
overwhelming attitude of student apathy in school events."
Mr. Powell's committee will
schedule highly recognized lecturers to speak at the college.
He will continue the Open Forum series which features speakers in the public eye, and will
keep the BCC Perspectives Series which presents campus luminaries in panel discussions. Also on Mr. Powell's activities slate
is a series of successful, relevant
feature-length film screenings.
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Kent State Justice
It has been nearly a year and a half since the tragic
events on the campus of Kent State University in Ohio. The
events of May, 1970 recall memories of nationwide student
protests and school shutdowns in response to the murders
of our college brothers.
Recent events have brought up the Kent Disaster again.
A jury is currently being selected to try those who have
been charged with inciting the consequential protests
against America's incursion in Cambodia.
But there has been a major flaw in this trial. The
courts seem to have forgotten the bullets that left four
students fatally wounded.
The students of Kent State University do not want
these bullets to be forgotten. They have launched a nationwide campaign to send petitions to our noble president
Richard M. Nixon asking that a Federal Grand Jury convene
to investigate the shooting of thirteen students of Kent
State University on May 4, 1970.
Statements by the Justice Department, FBI and President's Commission On Campus Unrest all point an accusing
finger at the Ohio National Guard.
The Communicator will support all attempts to seek
justice for the murdered students of Kent who were exercising their rights of free speech and will give information to those who would like to help in this cause.

Thank You
Being a registrar is a taxing, thankless task, but for
the thirteen years that Prof. John D'Andrea has held the
post here at BCC, he has performed his duties with the
patience, understanding and intelligence that characterize
him as an individual.
Prof. D'Andrea has been serving BCC for more years
than practically anyone else. He is, we believe, very much
a BCJ institution.
Perhaps the best tribute we can .give Prof. D'Andrea
is to say that we are sincerely happy to welcome him back
to the classroom where his talents will continue to enrich us.

Camp is Mail
Instructor List
To the Editors:
After reading your editorial
of November 9, 1971 entitled
"Know Thy Instructors," might
I point out the following: The
promise to post the tentative
names of the instructors in time
for early registration reached
through the Innovation Center
last year has not been broken.
The Dean of Faculty's office has
attempted to get this list posted
as quickly as possible.
The problem has been that
we often do not know the tentative names of the instructors at
the very beginning of early registration. The tentative names
ef the instructors were available as of Tuesday. November
9, 1971.
. So that proper and u p - t o - d a t e
information can be reported, it
would be most h e l p f u l if The
Communicator would check w i t h
the pertinent offices on any issue.- that are in question.

Editors'
Kiilin's
to lift
course
broken,

Prel. Myroii Kalin
Note.- Despite Prof.
fliiim that the pro7>i:se
fa:'U'ty names nt'.rt to
offerings has not been
the fact remain.-! that

Political Panel
The Olympus Society will present a panel discussion on the
effer-t of the new l.'.S. foreign
policy on Greece and other countries. Panelists inc!ude Michael
Pana~i;>t«poiilos, Acsistant Press
Couiiselo;, Greek Consulate; Dr.
Theodore Stathis and Prof. Wallace Sokoisky.
Refreshments will b» served
at noon, discussion begins at
12:30
p.m., Thursday, Dei-ember
2, room 27, Fordham Center.

the list actually posted in the
lobby of the Main Building is
woefully incomplete. Entire departments are not listed fas of
late last week) even though ir>diridual instructors from these
departments report that then
have been given their programs
for ne.rt semester, furthermore,
there is no reason u~hy copies
of the list, incomplete c>s it is.
could not be posted ne.rt to the
course listings in all college centers. The fact is thut the promise, if not e.i.'uctly broken, has
been kept on'.ij h<'li-he..rtedly.

Day Care Center
To the Editors:
Thank you very much for your
article on the Day Care Center
in the November 9 Communicator. We appreciate your help in
inform in- the BCC community
of our work.
I would, however, like to clarify just how close we are to completion. Although our plan is airnost completed, finding a site
for the center may take time.
Once a site Ls found, occupancy
will depend on the amount of
renovation that is needed. Exactly how long this will take is
net known. Once a site Ls found,
however, we will be able to obtain a rough estimate of renovation time.
I would like to emphasize
again that continued and increased support is needed from
the BCC community at this time
-since this support is essential for
funding and planning. I would
like to urge all who are interested to attend our Thursday meetings, from 12 to 2 p.m., in room
312. Main Building. If you cannot attend but are interested,
please call me at 960-8812.
Thank you again.
Henrietta Whitcomb,
Day Care Coordinator

WA

Rehabilitation
By RICK MITZ
I tend to forget.
As I sit through classes in
sociology, as I talk humanism in
my student-oriented world, as I
ponder What I Want To Be
When I Grow Up after college,
as I write for this college newspaper. I tend to forget that not
everybody between the ages of
18 and 25 goes to college. Some
young people aren't in academi.i
because they've chosen other alternatives. Or because other alternatives have chosen them.
MILWAUKEE, WISC. — Atop
a factory laden city, atop a high
hi'!, a t o p a huge new building,
lie hundreds of prostrate young
bodies. There is no noise on the
top floor except the sound of an
old movie on the community TV,
the sound of slowly turning
wheels, the sound of an occasional doctor's diagnosis. There
is no laughter. Very little talking. It's not a scene out of Marcus Welby. It's the real thing.
Down the hall in a starched
white room lies a young Harvard graduate who will never see,
speak, hear, taste or
move
again. Vegetable. He just lies
in bed and tfcdnks. He cam do
nothing else. Nearby, a kid in a
bed chats with a guest. His
mother? His head is propped on
three pillows and he talks animatedly. A nurse wheels a
sleeping patient to a therapy
room. He can't move anything
below his neck.
They're all young. They're all
our age. And they're all quadraplegics. Paralyzed from their
neck down, they walk with their
talk, they run with their ears,
they move with their eyes. From
the neck down, it's just the neck
down. Their legs are shrunken,
their hands just slightly quiver.
They may never move a g a i n .
They did it for their cou.'.try.
Tney had not chosen to go to
college. N:nv they have few
choices l e f t .
I visked the Milwaukee VA
h o s p i t a l recently. I wandered
up and down hallways of the
spir.al i n j u r y ward and asked the
Vietnam veterans there what
was important to them. They
often talked like elderly men in
rest homes - - reminiscing about
their war years or months. Because they have little else to
do. Except wait till they get
better. I f . . .
"What's important to me?"
said a 26-year old veteran who'd
been in this hospital for a year
and a-half. "The war is import a n t to me. I totally agree with
it. If I could get out of this
chair, I'd go back tomorrow and
take care of them. I'm waiting
for the day I can start fighting
again. America's given me everything I've got."
A long-haired 22-year old sat
up in his bed. A sign that read
"Love" hung over his head. "I'm
not mad or bitter at anybody.
I'm just disabled. It just happened. My country said go in
there and so I did. I was brought
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up to believe not to kill, but
of day-to-day rehabilitation acsometimes you have to kill to
tivities, the disabled people who
bring right. I'm happy . . . I'm
surround them, their memories,
happy to be back here. Yeah . . .
and their hopes tor the future.
When I came back, my buddy
But what they don't knew
took me out
and he didn't
might hurt them. "Many of
care if I was disabled or not."
them don't know how serious
they are injured," a doctor at
They talk about student prothe hospital said. "Many will be
tests. Surprisingly, as pro-war
here for years. They have many
as they are, they feel that stuconventional dreams
maybe
dents should protest the war if
go to school, get a job, get marthey're against it. "They're proried, have childien. They don't
testing to get out of the war,"
know, however," he said sighone said. '"That's what we're
ing, "that they most likely won't
f i g h t i n g for. It's a free country."
be able to fulfill that dream. We
"Nobody likes to get killed,"
don't tell them. It would be too
another said. "But burning flags
shattering."
is hypocritical. If I saw anyone
It's quiet. They don't talk
burning a flag. I would have to
shoot him. A lot of men died
much. Their worlds are basically
for that flag. If you can't berlonely. When they do talk about
lieve in your country, you don't
the war t it's in glowing patriotic
belong. Get out."
terms, possibly trying to justify
"What's important to me now
their own disabilities - so that
is that I'd like to go back to
school."
said
a
dark-haired,
it shouldn't have been for nothgood-looking
young
veteran
ing.
Many talk eagerly about
hunched over in a wheel chair.
going back to fight in Vietnam
"I want to work with people,
— as if, o-nce there, they'll be
to become a psychologist. I
whole again.
want to be able to cope. I want
We talk about the war too.
to get back into society.
As students, with Newsweek
"The w a r ? I never b<uieved in
and
n?wsr?el knowledge, we
killing people. I had to kill peo- often talk all about it as if we
ple to survive. I think about it
know all about it. But these
a lot. How would it feel to
non-students, residing w i t h a
0
you " And then he began to
life-long lease on the top floor
cry.
of a Milwaukee VA hospital, do
know all about the war. They
They all want to "get back
are the war.
into society." But until then,
It could've been me. I tend to
they live in a strange society
forget.
which is a curious combination

PIANO
INSTRUCTION

LIDO THEATRE

Classical — Popular — Theory
Beginners and Advanced
For info. Call 367-673?
Ruth Fromowitz Luchonok

15 East Fordham Rd.
Bronx, N. Y.

FO 7-0558

Marymount Manhattan College
JANUARY

INTERSESSION JAN. 10-27

TAKE A 3 CREDIT COURSE FOR $100.00
COUASf

OFFERINGS:
Political Science Internship in Washington*
Fine Arts Seminar in Europe*
Civil Rights Organizations And Their Leaders
Advanced Creative Dramatics Practicum
Advanced Child Psychology
Contemporary American Short Story
Contemporary World Problems
Planning For The Future Of Higher Education
Sex Education For Teachers: Methods
Clothing For Beginners

Child Study Internship
Black Theatre Seminar
Screen Comedy
Candid Photography
The New York Scene
Folklore And Myth
Dreams And Dreaming
Workihop in Astrology
Handicrafts
Leather-Crafting

REGISTRATION:

DECEMBER 15 & 16

Time: 9 am to 8 pm

LATE REGISTRATION: DECEMBER 17

Time: 9 am to 5 pin

PLACE: MARYMOUNT MANHATTAN COLLEGE
221 East 71st Street (Bet. 2nd & 3rd Aves.)
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL—861-4200 ext. 49
* TRAVEL AND LIVING EXPENSES NOT INCLUDED IN TUITION
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The Perils Of Apartment Hunting
Or 'Why Isn't A Nice Boy Like You
At Home With Your Mother?'
You'd think I was trying to leave the country,
dodge the draft, smuggle narcotics, hijack a
plane, or cross against the light. All I was doing
was trying to find a place to live.
For reasons not worth explaining (but, of
course, I will anyway), I wanted to move out of
my apartment. My apartment was one of those
primeval tenements that used to be a Chinese
noodle factory but some local developers decided
that with a few cardboard walls here and there
— mostly here — it would be suitable for dwelling. So for three years, I dwelled.
It was painted Mausoleum Mauve. It had peeling purple flowered wallpaper, a hole in the wall
for a phone and lots of green warped linoleum. A
bedroom in the hallway, a hallway in the bedroom, a kitchen in a broom closet. But with a
dishwasher.
So I put an ad, which I could ill-afford, in a
Bronx paper. "Young man seeks middle-class
dwelling . . ."
At 6:30 Sunday morning the phone rang.
"How young?"
"Huh?"
"How young? Are you, that is."
"Oh. I'm 22."
"You're too young to live here," the voice
croaked. "And furthermore, don't bother me anymore at 6:30 in the morning, you dirty hippie."
Click.
I went back to sleep in my hallway. And an
hour later. . . .
"Come right over. Have I got a place for you.
Luxurious, like you wouldn't believe. It's just
what you want: Old World Charm. A lovely bedroom, a kitchen in which you could eat off the
floor. Beautiful green shiny floors and modern
doors. And a dishwasher. We're going to evict
the fellow who lives there now. You sound like a
nice boy" (I hadn't said a word except Hullo)
"so come right over."
"Where is this place?" I asked. He proceeded
to give me my own address.
And so it was back to bed. But not for long.
For the next forty minutes, the phone didn't stop
ringing. So I put on my Jockeys, a Sunday suit
&nd a tie-dyed tie and started out.
The middle-aged lady and her husband in the
pink painted house asked me to sit down. "Can
we make you a drink or roll you a joint or any-

thing?" she asked.
"We're interested in getting someone young —
someone Hip, Hep and With It, to live here," she
said. "We understand the Youth Movement and
hope to have some Meaningful Dialogue," she
continued. "We're very Now, Relevant and Flowing People. Ernie, my husband, bought a pair of
bell bottoms yesterday. Didn't you, Ernie?" Ernie
nodded and ran into his room to try them on.
"So you see, Man, we think we know Where It's
At and we think that Where It's At is here." I
nodded wondering where what was at.
"May we Rap for awhile?" she asked, smoothing out the wrinkles in her aging mini.
"Will you be having loud and noisy hallucinogenic drug parties?"
"No."
"Oh. But are you an acid rock freak and play
it loud all day and all night?"
"No. I'm an opera buff, actually."
"Well. Will you be holding peace rallies and
protest marches in and around the area of the
house — you know, Up The System and all
that. . . ."
"I don't think so."
"Ernieeee!" she shouted. "Don't bother putting
on your bells for this square. We don't want him
here."
The next three apartments aren't worth going
into in any great detail. One was blue brick
("Get a hair cut, sonnie, and you can move in"),
another was white painted wood ("No smoking,
drinking, pets, people, talking or breathing") and
one was gray stucco ("Why isn't a nice boy like
you at home with your mother?").
And of course there were others. The old
red-haired lady who said I could move into her
boarding house if I stayed away from her bedroom, the older white-haired lady who said I
could move into her boarding house if I shared
her bedroom.
Well, I've finally moved. It's quite a bit more
expensive than my old apartment. And it's quite
far from school. But it does have its charms. It's
one of those primeval apartments that used to
be an Italian Lasagne factory. It has lots of green
warped linoleum. And a bedroom in the hallway.
And I hang my clothes over the stove. No dishwasher. But it's home.
Rick Mitz

Theatre

Workshop Presents Absurd Plays
By KATHY NICHOLSON
On the evenings of November
19 and 20, the members of
BCC's Theatre Workshop presented "An Evening of the Absurd," a program of three oneact plays starring and directed
by students. On the whole, the
effort was quite successful.
The first presentation of the
evening, The Loveliest Afternoon of the Year, featured
Cheryl Barash and Danny Zittell, both of whom have been
seen in previous BCC productions. Miss Barash was warm
and touching as the young innocent from Ohio and Mr. Zittell's
portrayal of the lonely, disappointed young man was both
tender and whimsical. Director
John Legros is to be commended
for the delicate simplicity with
which this story of two solitary
people who find each other and
are victimized by a cruelly dispassionate world was rendered.
Mr. Legros also directed the
final offering of the evening,
American Roulette, starring Andrea Skolnick, Barry Axelrod,
and Thomas Sutton. This play,
•a study of the deep seated hypocrisy inherent in our society's
manipulation of individuals, par-

ticularly blacks, was also very
fine. Thomas Sutton, as the confused applicant for a never
stated position, was quite marvelously outraged and incredulous at the goings on during his
"interview." Barry Axelrod, as a
newly recruited interviewer, was
very fine as a determined, pontificating charlatan whom the
system is also testing. Andrea
Skolnick, as Hilary, who was
really in control of the situation
all along by playing the oTher
two characters against one another, gave an enthusiastic performance tempered with a fine
sense of the ironic nature of the
dialogue.
The second offering of the
evening was Harold Pinter's
The Lover. This play, about two
married people who cannot endure their marriage unless they
enact sexual fantasies with one
another, was directed by Jack
Sussman and starred Les Taub
and Rene Shulmeister. For the
most part, this production, too,
was good but there were a number of aspects about it that detracted greatly from its overall
effect. One of these features
was the use of a loudly ticking
clock to mark the passage of
time between various scenes.

This could be a clever device
but it was quite overworked.
During the pauses, the audience
became very restless and bored
and, so, lost a good deal of the
play's meaning. Instead of lending to the continuity of the
play, the clock detracted from
it and annoyed the audience.
Les Taub gave a fine performance which belied the schizophrenia inherent in his character. He maintained an excellent
control over both aspects of the
character he was playing, as
was most apparent in the end
when both aspects of the character merge. Tony Versley made
a brief but superb appearance
as the milkman. Miss Schulmeister's performance, however,
was hollow and forced at times.
She seemed all too intensely
aware that she was performing
and this fact was betrayed by
uncomfortable gesturing and extremely contrived vocal modulation. The audience's response
to her character was greatest
when she appeared in a decollete
gown. It was to be the high
water mark of her performance.
All in all, it was a very enjoyable evening and a splendid
achievement for the Theatre
Workshop.
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Right of Way

Guess Who's Leaving
By NICHOLAS M. ULLO
I was walking along East End
Avenue yesterday when suddenly I was knocked down by a
man holding two heavy suitcases. Both of us hit the ground
hard, and the suitcases opened,
spilling their contents all over
Gracie Mansion's lawn.
"Oh,
excuse me, sir," the
gentleman said. "Terribly sorry,
but I didn't even see you." He
helped me to my feet and then
began brushing me off.
"Where are you going in such
a rush?" I asked, still a little
dazed from my fall.
He began to pick up some
polka-dotted men's shorts from
the lawn, placing them back into the suitcases. "I'm not going
anywhere," he explained. "It's
the Mayor who's leaving."
I uttered a knowledgeable
"Oh" and suspiciously asked,
"Where?"
"Washington," said the man
as he picked up an old Republican poster and threw it in a
suitcase.
"He's gonna try to run for
President, huh?"
"No," said the man as he
picked up some "Lindsay for
President" buttons and threw
them in the suitcase.
As I handed him an old sweater off the lawn, he told me that
everyone thinks the Mayor is
going to run for President, but
it's not true. Turning toward me
he promised to give me the real
lowdown if I would take an oath

\CROSSWORD HORIZONTAL

1. School of
seals
4. Phone
8. Fuel
12. Overwhelm
13. Exchange
premium

14. Leer
15. Sugar plant
17. Tidy
18. Mr.
Gershwin
19. Religious
holidays
21. Television
groups
24. Card game
25. Blackbird
26. Total
28. Male
bovinea
£2. Moistens
84. Place
86. Tumult
87. Make a vow
89. Male
nickname
41. Frightening
sound
42. Bulgarian
coin

of secrecy.
"The Mayor read in the newspaper that the city is planning
to build a low income housing
project across the street from
Gracie Mansion," the gentleman
(his name was Mr. Rickles) revealed.
Mr. Rickles said the Mayor
was afraid the neighborhood
crime rate would go up. He
asked, "How does it look for the
Mayor to live in a high crime
area?" I had to admit that it
did look pretty bad.
As I helped him pick up some
"Lindsay for President" posters,
I asked him if the move would
greatly inconvenience his family. Would the children have to
travel from Washington to New
York just to attend school? "Of
course not," he said. "They'll go
to school in Washington."
He had just finished picking
up the debris from the lawn.
"The schools in New York are
shot, you know. With all the
race riots and dope and everything. . . . " I agreed.
With his suitcases all packed
the gentleman was about to bid
me goodbye when I asked him
where in Washington the Mayor
would reside since I had heard
that Washington had a high
crime rate too. Mr. Rickles said
he wasn't sure but added, "I hear
he's been looking at a house on
Pennsylvania Avenue. It's a
pretty good neighborhood."
He bid me goodbye arsd
walked off into the smog.

By Eugene Sbefter

44. Lead ore
46. Adulterated

SO. June bug
51. Entrance
62. Float in
the air
06. Cram

Lease
<_ . . Sense

organ

VERTICAL

1. Common
value
2. Be in debt

for

3. Explicit

exams
57. Exclamation
58. Haul
59. Snow
vehicle

4. Erie and
Panama
6. Mature
6. Italian
coins
7. Faithful

8. Outline
9. Curved
molding
10. Winglika
11. Permits
16. Wrath
20. Weep
21. Animal's
feet
22. Again
23. Dine
27. Large cup

29. Release
30. Diving bird
31. Portico

33. Greeted
35. Harbor boat

38. Soak

40. Cruel
person

43. Palatal
45. Fate

46. Flounders
47. Heathen
deity

48. Cord
49. Remove
53. Truck
54. Child's

plaything

55. Female

sheep

Average time of solution : 26 nxlnntei.

10

12

13

14

16

15

17

19

18
21

22

24

23

25

27

26

32

38

46

28

29

40

41

49

50

52

55

58

59

31

45

43

48

30

36

35"

34

42
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Richard's Mind
By BILL. ANDORN

Morning sunlight ricocheted
off the reddish kitchen table
top, making Richard blink from
the brightness. He opened his
eyes again and blinked once
more, the sun's image glaring
on the table. He got up from
the wooden chair to pull the
window shade down over the
sun's entrance. He approached
the window with his back to it
so as not to be bombarded by
another sight of the sun's rays.
With the shade closed, the kitchen returned to the regular
lighting from the bulb in the
middle of the ceiling. Every
shadow that was cast before redarkened the same places with
the same tone. His mother was
right beside him cooking some
eggs on an outdated stove for
his father's breakfast. Richard
didn't mind the stove being so
old, and his mother liked it
quite a bit. But his father didn't
like it. It must be because it's
"old fashioned," Richard thought.i
At least those were the words
daddy used once when he was
fighting with mommy, Richard
remembered.
Oatmeal aroma filled his nostrils, reminding him that he better finish his cereal before it got
cold. He didn't like it cold. It
would taste terrible, he thought.
His mother would reheat the
cereal for him, but it would lose
some of its flavor, making it
less desirable to eat. Mm. It's
still all right, he tasted. He
panned the plain white kitchen
as he slowly spooned the cereal
into his mouth.
He heard footsteps coming
down the stairs, steadily. It was
his father.-Boy, does he look
mad, Richard thought. His father's eyes were fixed upon his
mother who was now at the
sink washing some dishes. A
strange stillness stiffened all visible feelings in his father. One
would swear he was dead if it
weren't for his physical movement
toward
mother. That
showed he was still alive.
"Good morning, daddy." Richard nervously greeted his father's figure. His father did not
respond; he didn't even turn to
Richard. It was as if nothing
was said to him. Mother turned
toward father and looked at
him. Then she noticed his eerie
appearance.
"Good morning, dear," she
smiled.
"Where are Bobby and Sally?"
asked his father.
"Still sleeping, dear."
"I want to talk to you in the
living room."
"Wait a minute. I'm cooking
you break . . ."
"I want to talk to you now."
"But your eggs are going to

Free Events
Among the free events scheduled for December by the BCC
Committee of Special Events
are:
BCC Perspective Series forum,
"Nationalism and the Search for
Identity," with Prof. Wallace
Sokolsky. Monday, December 6,
S p.m., Main Building Faculty
Cafeteria.
The Don Carter Jazz Quartet,
in concert, on Monday, December 6, 8 p.m., Main Building Auditorium.
A screening- of Frank Perry's
film "Diary of a Mad Housewife," Friday, December 10, 7:30
p.m., 'Main Building Auditorium.

bur—"
"Now!" exploded from his
mouth like lava from an erupting volcano.
She looked solemnly over at
Richard then stared for a moment into her husband's eyes.
She preceded him into the living room. His father shut the
door.
They don't want me to hear
them, he knew. He stopped eating and rested his arms on top
of the table. Silently he sat so
he could listen to all the words
escaping from the living room.
He heard murmuring. "Love"
suddenly pierced through the
wall. Then a second later he
overheard "to death." He could
tell by the voice that his father
had spoken the words. What . . .
who . . . maybe even where . . .
were they talking about . . . me?
He wondered what they could
mean. He began roaming back
in time, through memories. Finally, he associated the words
with past impressions. He visualized a wedding he went to
once. Two people were standing
with their backs to a lot of people, Richard recalled. There was
a man facing everyone . . . a
minister — he remembered asking his father who it was — was
right in front of the two people
. . . and . . . the minuter said,
". . . till death do you part. . . ."
Then, he turned to his mother.
"What's happening?"
"They're getting married."
"Oh . . . but why?"
She smiled. Patting his head,
she sighed, "Because they love
each other."
'Ooooooh." And that was all
he could wonder about the
words. That was all he could
wonder with.

ed on top of his head. She is
moving her hand back and fro
through my hair, he felt. Richard didn't know what to do so
he sat still.
"You're my baby. My little
Richie, my own," she gently
Uttered, "son."
She continued to glide her
hand over Richard's head in
steady
strokes
through his
brownish hair. She touched his
smooth face with the back of
her hand. Richard's face was so
clean and clear . . . so pure of
any blemishes. Time hadn't
raked him with wrinks . . .
erosions; none were in his innocent clear skin. She rotated the
back of her hand against his
cheek, slowly. He was as still
as a statue. She was touching
Richard as carefully as if he
were her statue. His skin seemed
to absorb her touch. The sun
was gloaming off his face as a
reflecting mirror. Who opened
the window shade again, he
wondered. Love, he pondered
He felt it. His mother was
touching him, molding his skin
as a sculptress.
He looked around the kitchen. Everything seemed to him to
be in the right place. The entire
atmosphere
had
a
certain
warmth about it. He felt so secure in it. The kitchen was very
quiet. He felt calm. A cool
breeze seeped in from the outside through the very narrow
opening of the window. It chilled
him. His mother always opened
the window just that little as
far back as he could remember.
He wondered why but never
asked her. The chill was gone
and once again all he could feel
was his mother's soft warm
touch. It felt so nice. EveryThe rtonr opened. Richard thing was peaceful. Everything
started to eat as if he had never was alrig—"
stopped.
* * *
* * *
"Ricccchard!" pleadingly beckHis mother went over to the oned a crying voice.
stove and turned off the flame
"Mommy, mommy," tearfully
that was heating the eggs. His acknowledged Richard.
father went to the closet outHe rose from his bed rushingside the kitchen's doorway and
rushing out of his room through
took out his black suit jacket.
It matches his black pants, night's darkness as the voice
Richard thought. Always a white echoed in his mind. The stairs
shirt. Why not a black shirt? He — the stairs! His body stumbled
down, bounced off the banister
would be the same all over, he
into a step into the wall back
pictured. In black. His father
folded the suit jacket over his against the banister into a step
back against the wall a step the
left arm and reached for his
banister a step then — wallstepthin black suitcase which was
banister
stepwallbanister
wall
standing inside the closet.
stepbanisterwall — finally the
"Are you going to eat your floor. He was lying there in
breakfast, dear?" mother asked blood oozing from his mouth.
in a snobbish, hollow tone.
One eye was open and the other
"No," replied father sharply. half closed. Arms and legs bent
He started down the hallway and broken in different direcleading to the back door and
tions. Richard was still . . . as
stopped. Then he returned to
still as a shattered statue . . .
the kitchen.
broken for eternity.
* * *
"Do you understand me?" he
"Dead!" Richard's father coldasked demandingly.
"Yes, I do," tearlessly cried ly realized.
mother.
"Yes, dead," the doctor nod'Alright," he stated and left. ded sympathetically.
* * #
Richard heard the door slam
shut. Boy he is mad, he knew.
"Where are the other chilHis mother finished cleaning dren?" asked the doctor.
the dishes that were still in the
"Sleeping.
Luckily
they
sink. Richard went back to eat- weren't awakened," said the
ing what was left of his cereal. father, "by the wall."
It's coooooold, he tasted, ick! As
"That's good," agreed the
he was very slow finishing his doctor.
cereal, a hand touched the top
"He always loved his mother
of his head and slid down the so devotedly," Richard's father
side of his face. Then it touched
noted tenderly.
his shoulders where it tightened.
In a slow march they solemnAnother hand touched the other
ly walked down the hallway.
Seconds dragging into pondering
side of his face . . . on the cheek,
pulling his head back against a
years of sorrowful thoughts.
s; ft stomach. Mother, he knew.
"It's a shame."
"What is. . . ."
His mother's head slightly rest-
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Musie
C-collin.6
Judy Collins/Living (Electra75014)

The identiying mark of an excellent artist is measured by
longevity and the ability to perform as well live as in the studio. "Living" is Judy Collins'
eleventh album in eleven years.
It contains live cuts. All the
tracks are pleasant to listen to
and feature compositions by
Leonard Cohen, Hamilton Camp,
Joni Mitchell, Bob Dylan and
Judy, herself.
The album is very "personal"
including a hand-written insert.
She is accompanied by Ry
Cooder, guitar; Susan Evans,
drums and percussion; Gene Taylor, bass; Richard Bell, piano;
and a fine back-up chorus.
"All Things are Quite Silent" is
track one, on side two. The number is arranged and adapted by
Miss Collins from a story of pre1840 British impressment of seamen. The royalties will go "to

people dedicated to resisting the
United States draft on grounds
that it is unconstitutional, immoral and indecent." It is entirely vocal, no instruments.
A good piano arrangement has
been given to Dylan's "Just Like
Tom Thumb's Blues," and "Chelsea Morning" flows.
"Vietnam Love Song" is a
great anti - war ballad with a
haunting "My lover is dead"
chorus.
Perhaps the best cut is by
Judy, "Song for Judith (Open
The Door)." The friendly backup chorus chants with Miss Collins:
"Open the door and come in,
I'm so glad to see you my friend,
You're like a rainbow comin'
around the bend."
These are just about the best
lyrics on the record.
Miss Collins is as excellent as
she ever was.
— M.E.

LEHMAN COLLEGE
presents

DON McLEAN
IN
CONCERT
with PATTI METZLER
and the AZTEC TWO STEP

Friday, December 3, 1971
7:00 pro and 10:00 nm
TICKETS: $2.00 and $3.00
Bronx High School of Science Auditorium
FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALL

960-8184

Pharmacists
don't start
at the
bottom
Most pharmacists
(men and women)
earn over$13,000
in their early
twenties.

Apply now for
Spring, Summer
or Fall entrance.

Starting at the bottom means dreaming
about "someday" and "maybe if." If you
think starting at the bottom is a good
healthy thing that everyone should go
through ... then you shouldn't be a
pharmacist.

Pharmacists are essential to the community and hospital pharmacy fields. They
choose from executive positions in the research, manufacturing, management and
marketing phases of the pharmaceutical,
drug and cosmetic industries . . . and are
needed in federal, state and city health
agencies. Pharmacists help people live
longer, healthier lives.

Phone or mail coupon
for Bulletin C

TRANSFER CREDIT: Pre-pharmacy,
pre-medical and other science course
credits are transferable.

Brooklyn
College of

If you want to start at the bottom . . .
start somewhere else.

• PHARMACY
I

of LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

| 600 Lafayette Ave., B'klyn, N.Y. 11216- (212) MA 2-4040
I I don't want to start at the bottom.
I Please send me your information bulletin.
I now attend (college, year, major)
I
I Name_

I
Address.
I
City_
I
City
I

,

State

Zip.

..LJ
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Kibbee Submits Request Students Reorganize Campus Radio Plans
For Increased Budget
Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee has requested a 1972-73
City University operating budget of $496.4 million, an increase of $114.3 million over the University's 1971-72
budget.
Calling the new budget "the tightest ever prepared by
the University," Dr. Kibbee
warned that the request offers
no prospect of relief from "the
severe budget stringencies" under which CUNY's colleges are
currently operating.
Almost all of the increase is
reportedly necessitated by additional costs mandated by existing contracts and by costs for
additional undergraduates who
Will be enrolled in the third year
of Open Admissions. CUNY expects a freshman class of 39,000
next year.
Economy Steps
The new budget is based upon
continuation of the 10 percent
productivity increase that was
imposed throughout CUNY this
year, reflected in larger class
sizes, greater use of part-time
instructional staff, and decreases in essential services to
students. Among other economy
steps, this budget anticipates
continued restrictions on the
implementation of new programs
and the intensified use of existing facilities.
"We are seeking economies
that will have minimal impact
upon academic programs," Dr.
Kibbee said. He added, "When
the University made its move to
Open Admissions it was underStood that this bold but vital
step would impose incrementally
higher costs with each succeeding year."
Deficit Certain
CUNY's increased budgetary
demands preceded Governor Nelson Rockefeller's announcement

last week that the state anticipated a deficit that would have
to be resolved by a combination
of new taxes and cuts in state
aid and services.
Anticipating a two year deficit of $1.5 billion, the Governor
termed the situation "grave"
and reported that cuts in aid to
schools was among the alternatives the state had to consider
in order to close the budget
gap.

By MABGOT JAUVTIS
Students Frank Tomei and
Ken Skolnick are working to
reactivate old plans for establishing a campus radio station to
"help bring the college together."
The idea to try where others
had failed came to Frank Tomei
when he brought his stereo to
the Kingsbridge Center lounge
one day and realized that having
music there would be appreciated by most students.
Henry Frisz, of the Math Department, is advisor to what is
now a radio club in its first
stages of development. He's been
helping the students get together old constitutions and is
trying to acquire the charter
necessary for starting a radio
station.

Approximately twenty students
have shown interest in the radio
station and have joined the club.
At present, no more students are
needed but eventually, when
plans are firmly established,
about fifty "willing and able"
students will be needed to work
as technicians and announcers.
Ken Skolnick says that in addition to music, the station could
broadcast panel discussions and
announcements of school activities, club meetings and lectures.
In addition, he explained, the
station would be a viable means
of informing students of what is
taking place in the city that
would interest them. For example, announcements for concerts of interest at other schools

or the city at large would be
made. Live broadcasts and "on
the street" interviews would be
aired.
At first, the station would
broadcast directly to all student
lounges but eventually, according to Frank and Ken, the group
could branch out to FM — perhaps even AM.
"The possibilities a station
would afford are tremendous,"
Ken said. "Speech classes could
get involved. Eventually there
could be courses in radio broadcasting and communication. Also, students needing financial aid
could work for the station under the work-study plan. That
would be meaningful school employment."

I put a lot of bread
into a down payment on my new car
And I'm not going to blow it!'

Meetings
, There will be a college-wide
meeting of Innovation Center
on Thursday, December 16, at
12:30 p.m., in the Fordham Center Lounge. "How can we help
to improve BCC?" will be the
meeting's theme.
A panel consisting of President James Colston, administrators, faculty and students will
participate. Refreshments will
be served.
*

* *

A second Urban Affairs Conference has been tentatively
scheduled for April 27, 1972. A
planning meeting has been set
for Friday, December 17, 2:30
p.m., in the Main Building Faculty Cafeteria. Conference Coordinator Prof. Myron Kalin urges
all interested students to attend.
Part-Time Process Server
Must have process-serving license

$2.00 per paper
Bronx area only
For more information call
243-8610

I BUY STAMPS AND COINS!
I am Interested In Lots, Collections,
Accumulations. Pay $2.00 Each Silver
Dollar. 15c Per Indian Cent. What
Have you to Sell? Also pay high
prices for Stamps! All interested
Drop By Room F.C-119
Or Call 933-0472. Ask For Mr. Staub

You worked hard for that new car of yours. Now all you've
got to do is take care of it. Part of it's using the right
gasoline. Amoco®. The type most new car owner
manuals recommend.
Amoco is specially formulated for your new car's antipollution engine. Made to help it run better, longer. And
Amoco can double the life of your tail pipe and muffler
compared to fully leaded gasolines; spark plugs last
longer, too.
lunger,
tuu.
Amoco Super-Premium gives you all these benefits plus
better mileage than other premiums. It's the only antipollution premium gasoline you can buy.
That's one reason why more new car buyers switch to
Amoco and other gasolines at American than any
other brand.
So now that you've got that new car, use the gasoline
you can count on.

YouVe got a new car. We've got a new car gasoline.

The Communicator
pays students liberal
commissions for
recruiting advertisements.
For more information contact:
Prof. J. DeMetro. FC 111

You expect more from American and you get it™
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Course To Study Jewish Literature
By WARREN J. GRUBER

The English Department is moving into the Jewish Studies field next semester
with the introduction of a new course, ENG 71: Post Biblical Jewish Literature.
The course will aim at developing an understanding of the -Jewish literary tradition from post-Biblical times to the present. Such authors as Sholem Aleichem, Singar,
Peretz, Malamud, Roth and Bialik will be considered. Older works from the Apocrypha,
the Age of Rabbis, Medieval
times and the Haskalah will also be studied.
Dr. Leo Lieberrnan, deputy
chairman of the English Department, intends the course to
be an introduction to a literature 2.000 years in the making.
The course will convey some idea
of the wealth of materials by
Jewish authors or by non-Jewish
authors on Jewish subjects. There
will be an emphasis on the modern authors and the relevancy
of the ancients to the moderns.
The only prerequisite for the
new course is ENG 13: Freshman Composition. Since there
are similar Jewish Studies courses in CUNY's senior colleges,
there will be no problem in
transferring credits.
BNG 71 is a result of student
requests for a course at BCC ir.
the arc'.i of Jewish studies. In
addition to the new English
course, there are two additional
courses being presented before
the Curriculum Committee for
approval. One is a course in
Jewish folklore. The other would

BCC Choir
To Perform
The Bronx Community
and College Ohoir, undeV
the direction of Prof. John
C. Hamell, will present its
second concert of the season
on Sunday, December 12, at
3 p.m., in the Main Building
Auditorium.
The progr-am will feature Part
One of The Creation (Die Schopfung) by Franz Joseph Haydn,
and highlights from Die Fledermavis by Johann Strauss. Guest
soloists
are
Deborah
Cook,
George
McKinley
and John
Kling.
Miss Cook, a coloratura soprano soloist, has sung in opera,
recital, and oratorio in Europe,
England, and the United States.
She has upcoming engagements
to sing with the Philadelphia
Orchestra and in a London premiere at Queen Elizabeth Hall.
Mr. McKinley, tenor soloist,
for the past seventeen years has
been prominent on the Philadelphia musical scene, performing
all of the major oratorios as
well as serving as Chairman of
the Department of Vocal Instruction at Temple University.
Mr. Kling, bass-baritone soloist, is a graduate of the Julliard
School of Music and is on the
faculty of the RCG Music and
Art Department. He has sung
in opera, concert, and oratorio,
and has been a member of the
Robert Shaw Chorale.
Contributions Accepted
Admission to the concert is
free. However, the program is
also being presented as a Scholarship Benefit under the auspices of the national fraternity,
Phi Beta Sigma, and contributions will be accepted. All contributions, which are tax-deductible, will go into the Phi Beta
Sigma Scholarship fund, •:md
will be used to provide financial
aid for needy BCC s t u d e n t s who
might otherwise be forced to
drop out of school. In order to
make a contribution, a $5 ticket
may be purchased in advance.
For further information, contact
Prof. Jo-Ann Graham, Speech
Department, at 960-.S77S.

study the Bible, both T ?staments, as literature.
"Although ENG 71 is a response to the needs of a particular group of students," Dr. LiebeiTr.an said, "it will be presented in such a way as to DO
an exciting me:.ns of exchanging

ideas and will not be a narrow
or provincial course. All students' interests will be taken
into consideration."
Dr. Lieberman is moving into
the area of Jewish Studies with
great enthusiasm aid a background ir. the field.

Forensic Delegation Attends
Annual Legislative Assembly

THEATRE WORKSHOP OF
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Bronx Community College was one of fifteen colleges
represented at the annual New York State Legislative Assembly held in Albany. New Yovk, November 11, 12, and
The assembly is sponsored by the New York State
Forensic Association.
Eight members of the Bronx
Community Debate Society comprised the BCC delegation. The
student legislators were aecomnanied by two faculty advisors.
Dr. Robert King and Prof.
George Greenfield, both of th?
college's Department of Speech.
"There were four community
colleges
in
attendance
this
year." Dr. King noted, "and I
was pleased that the others
seemed to look to the BCC delegation for leadership."
Tile assembly functions like
the New York State Assembly.
It is divided into committees,
which hear expert witnesses and
question them and then draft
bills to present to the entire
assembly for consideration. The
first two days were devoted to
committee hearings and deliberations, and Saturday was devoted to debate on the bills. The
Saturday session was held in the
Capitol building. "Usually we
meet in the Assembly chambers," Celia Marcus, Debate Society President explained, "but
they were used by a 'Women's
Caucus,' so we met in the Senate Chambers instead."
This year there were thre?
committees. Annette Malino and
Herman Zaharowitz worked on

the committee to draft prison
reform legislation; Smitty Olan.
Sheldon Hunt, and Pat O'Leary
worked on the committee on
welfare eligibility: and Art Mulford. Chet Gittleman, and Celia
Marcus worked on the committee on consumer protection.
BCC's participants were enthusiastic about the experience
the assembly provided. Chet
Gittleman said, "It was tiring
and I thought the schedule too
tight, but I was pleased we got
our bill through the assembly."
Sheldon Hunt's response was
echoed by others: he said, "I
learned a lot - - about politics
and about people!"
BCC's delegation made an important contribution to the assembly, according to the faculty advisors. Celia Marcus was
Secretary of her committee;
Annette Malino was outstanding
in her questioning of her committee's witnesses (one of whom
was Deputy Commissioner of
Corrections in N. Y. State);
Smitty Olan and Chet Gittleman both made favorable impressions in their speeches on
the floor of the assembly on
Saturday and the BCC delegation led in effecting some reforms of the procedures of the
assembly itself.

presen ts

(1)

THE MAIDSl
By
Jean Genet
*
and

LINE
By Israel Horovitz
Directed by AL COSENTINO

DECEMBER 3 and 4

,.

at 8:00 p.m.

|

MAIN BUILDING AUDITORIUM
Admission Free—Ticket Required^
The
?>Barry Axelrod,
|

Company:

Brenda Graham,

Joan Green,^

Larry Feinstein, Steffi Schwarlz, Joe Sirni,
Rochelle Sporn, Danny Zittell

A COED
4 YEAR
LIBERAL
ARTS
COLLEGE

TRANSFER
STUDENTS
APPLY NOW

That's What We're Doing
At Mercy College
Please send information about Mercy College to.
Name
Send To: MERCY COLLEGE, 555 BROADWAY
DOBBS FERRY. N.Y.
(914) 693-4500

ill
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Hoopsters To Face Rockland Team;
Place Third In Tri-State Tourney

Boaters Finish Season
With Best Record Ever

By JIMMY CHOW

With the new varsity basketball season under way, Bronx Community hoopsters are
preparing to face Rockiand Community College in the first regular game of the season on
Wednesday, December 1.
The Bronx team got its first taste of the competition last weekend by accepting a
bid to represent New York in a tri-state invitational tournament at Post Junior College in
Connecticut. Bronx lost to the
taller and stronger Post squad
in the opening round, 107-88, but
won the consolation game against
Holyoke
Community College
(Massachusetts), 111-89. Bronx
took third place in the tourney.
According to Coach John Whelan, it was extremely difficult
to choose a team this year. Over
one hundred entrants displayed
their basketball skills in October
tryouts. With no returning players from last year, there were
fifteen positions open. Final team
cuts were made by Coach Whelan with the assistance of senior
team managers Ralph Kaplan,
James Chow, and last year's AllRegional player, Wes Alexander.
The chosen players are quick,
but lack of height is definitely a
factor. The tallest men are
Randy Silver and Raymond
Clark, both 6'4". Both men will
play centers for the Broncs.
The team this year has plenty
of backcourt men, beginning
with Carl Joyner, who averaged
17 points in his high school
games. There is Curtiz Jenkins,
who at 5'10" leaps for rebounds.
Robert McCarter is quick with
good basketball sense 'and Bruce
Allen, though small, is an explosive player. Casimiro Zayas is
quick with good defense. Gilbert

Game Time
Next Friday, December 10th,
the Nursing Center will be host
to .the STUDENT - FACULTY
Basketball match.
Featured faculty will include
Dean ("The Dream") Kor, Dean
Donovan, Professors Steuerman,
Wong, Riley, Daily and others
near and dear to our academic
hearts.
If you desire to meet these
instructors and battle them on
the court, come to the Main
Building Gym, this Saturday,
December 4th, from 10 a.m.—12
p.m. or contact Michael Weeks
through the Student Activities
Office. BC-229.

Santana is a good shot. He played backcourt for the "Chaplans,"
BOC's intramural championship
squad.
Additional Players

Milton McDonald and Michael
McDermott are both small but
knowledgeable forwards. Other
men filling in forward positions
include James Banks, who averaged 15 points per game for
Stuyvesant High School; Essick
Mays, who played ball in Florida
and averaged 18 points; and Elliot Smyte, a double figure scorer
and terrific jumper.
Michael Wicks and Glen Lawson will fight hard for a rebound.
Robert Rofoledo averaged 16

Sports Schedule
BASKETBALL
Dec. 1 — Rockland C. C.,
away, 8 p.m.
Dec. 3 — Englewood Cliffs,
away, 8 p.m.
Dec, 6 — Suffolk C. C.,
away, 8:30 p.m.
Dec. ^ — Concordia College,
away, 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 9—Kingsborough C. C.,
home, 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 13 — F.I.T., home, 7:30
p.m.
Dec. 15 — Staten Island
C. C., home, 7 p.m,
WRESTLING
Dec. 3 — Englewood Cliffs,
away, 6 p.m.
Dec. 6 — Staten Island C.C.,
home, 7 p.m.

2199 Grand Concourse

364-9528
READ
FASTER

5 weeks guaranteed
DOUBLE or TRIPLE your speed
Understand more, retain more
Nationally known professor
Class forming now

READING SKILLS

864-5112

S KI
FREE this WINTER
NEEDED
•
•
•
•

Ski Instructors
Tour Leaders
Campus Reps.
Guitar Players

WONDERLAND TOURS
DAVE—(914) 423-2424
Day Trips—Week-Ends—Holidays

BOWLING
Dec. 4 — Queensfoorough
C. C., home, 10 a.m.
Dec. 11 — Suffolk C. C.,
home, 10 a.m.
(Home games are played at
Brunswick Pel Park Lanes,
2424 White Plains Rd., Bronx.)
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Dec. 6 — Nassau and New
York City C. C., at Nassau, 7
p.m.
Dec. 9 — Farmingdale and
Concordia College, at Concordia, 7 p.m.

500, marked a considerable improvement over last season's record of 1 win, 9 losses, and 1 tie.
BCC's scoring threat also improved this year, with the Broncs'
booting 23 goals in their opponents' nets and letting in 29
in thirteen games.
According to Coach Gus Constantine, several factors played
an important part in the team's
vast improvement. One factor
was the coach's program of having all team members practice a
few hours each week during the
summer months, getting the
players in shape and ready for
tryouts in September.
Goalie Praised
Another definite plus factor in
the team's performance was the
play of goalie Elton Smith whose
great goaltending kept BOC in
every game.
Standouts for this year's team
for offense were Frank Piccolo,

who led all scorers with 9 goals;
and Harold Lamarre who topped
the squad with 7 assists. For the
defense, Al Payamps and Winston
Fell stood out.
All the players will be returning next year with the exception
of Harold Lamarre, Al Payamps,
George Wiggin, Wiston Fell,
Houston Carr, and Mario Caputi
who are graduating.
All in all it has been, a good
season for the college's soccer,
team and brighter things are envisioned for the up coming 1972
season.
— W A N T E D ! —
We urgently Need Anything Related To
Dirigibles and Zeppelins
W O R L D W I D E
Such as original tickets, menus, posters,
medals, vignettes, covers, cards, books,
coins, luggage stickers, memorabilia in
general. SPECIALISTS - BUYERS —
SELLERS
WE PAY TOP DOLLAR
JODY STAMP STUDIO. INC.
Stamps-Covers-Supplies-Selling & Buying
2255 Grand Concourse, Ex., N.Y. 10453
Phone 212—584-2025
(29-15)

ENJOY A WONDERFUL "WINTERFESTIVAL" OF FUN at

HOTEL & COUNTRY CLUB
Monticello, N.Y.
CHRISTMAS, Dee. 24-31 •

INTERSESSION. Jan. 21-30

Skiing*Skating*Tobogganing*indoor Pool-Health Clubs
3 days

£CA

Includes Room. Alt Meals,

2 nites

4>DU

Toxes. and Tips

COLLEGE WINTERFESTIVAL • (212) 781-9660
Box 211. Fort George Station. New York. N.Y. 10040
Bronx Community College Bookstore

NEW YORK TERM PAPERS, INC.
15 EAST 40th STREET
Suite 700 A
New York, N.Y. 10016

Call (212) 532-1661
Man.,
Tue.,
Fri. — 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wed., Thurs. — 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat., 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

- WE GfVE RESULTS -

SALES
Part-Time
10 hours per week

$50

Dec. 8 — Yeshiva College,
home, 7 p.m.
Dee. 14 — Westchester C.C.,
away, 6 p.m.

Eventhough the Bronx hooters lost the final four
games of their season, they have still come out ahead of all
preceding BCC soccer teams. The team finished with a
record of 5 wins and 8 losses, the best record in the three
years of soccer competition at BCC.
The percentage, though below

Brochures available at:

'Anything for Your Head'

SUKIE-T

points per game playing for
Evander Childs High School in
a tough Bronx division. Billy
Harris is the squad's old man
but is strong in shooting.
"This year's squad will have to
play as a team," Coach Whelan
said. "The players have high
school experience and they will
hit the open man and take the
good shot."
Serving as freshman managers
for the team this year are Lillian Anderson and Michael
Proto.
The home season begins December 9 when the Broncs face
Kingsborough Community College at the Nursing Center Gym.

By NICK FAFOUTIS

40 year old Wall Street
investment firm offers

$30 per week
($3 per hour)
guaranteed to
qualified students
No experience
necessary
We train thoroughly
CALL DAVID HANDLER

LO 3-2604
between 3 and 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday

HOW TO READ

MUSIC
IN ONE EVENING

EDUCATION
FOR WHAT?
Washington-Baltimore Campus
X T — A n t i o c h - College

MELODY
• RHYTHM
• HARMONY
Speeds learning time from months
o hours.

only
postpaid
This amazing new book shows you
low to teach yourself to read music
without a teacher.
How To Read Music was written by
a top-notch music teacher.
Music is reduced to it 3 basic
elements.

10 DAY

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ORDER TODAY

2 for $5.50
Send Check or Money Order

MAIL MART
Dcpf. C
36 Bryn Mawr PI.
Yonkers. N.Y. 10701

,

' < • * ' •
ft

We offer a developmental alternative in education
for those who want to affect.the structure and
priorities of our society. Programs in the arts,
communications, the social sciences, problems of
minorities, education, urban studies, political
science, law, environmental science, psychology.
Our s l i d i n g scale tuition plan enables students
to attend who might otherwise be unable to afford
a q u a l i t y education. A concurrent work/study program helps students find meaningful jobs to support
themselves and to complement course work and i n d i v ~
idual and group projects.
Talk w i t h us. Contact:
Scott Newkirk, A d m i s s i o n s , Drawer E,
805 North Charles S t r e e t , Baltimore,
Maryland 21201
T E L : 301/752-3656

